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CHAPTER I 

IRTRODOCTIOR 

The Beutron Density of a Medium 

Ihotrledge of the neutron densily in a nuclear reactor is 

ioq^rative for its safe and efficient opezation. Xhovledge of the 

neutron density in a moderator or target medium surrounding neutron 

sources used for radioisotope production by neutron boofcardment is 

desired with hi|^ precision. The principal means for neasurlng this 

neutron density is by inserting a thin disc of some substance which 

will readily absorb netitrons to form a radioisotope whose subsequent 

decay can be detected by suitsble instruiientatlon. 

Tlie ttiestlon of accuracy of these results, aside from detection 

of the radioactive decay process^ is dependent i^on the Intezmotlon 

of the sbeorber end neutron* 

Iffect of Absorber on Beutron Density 

BUelel of the absorber lying near the outer physical boundary 

will have a greater probability of interaction with neutrons than 

those nuclei reaioved from the boundary* This effect is referred to 

as the self shielding effect. Badioaetivlty induced in the abeorber 

will not be so great aa vould be predicted by 

- ^ - fe - XI Wn. X 

where ^omv^ the product of neutron density and neutron velocity, x is 

the radioactive decay constant for the radioisotope produced, and K is 

the nuiriber of atoms of radioisotope present* The product 0i: is the 

nuoftNir of atoms of radioisotope formed In the absorber per unit time* 

The nuclei lying in the interior of the absorber will not be exposed 

to the same flux as will those lying on the boundary* 2h other 

words the flux distribution is not UQlform throuc^iout the sbaorber 



due to sbeorption of neutrons by nuclei in the outer layers. 

The Beaatlve Source Effect 

Bow consider some abeozber being introduced into a directed beam 

of neutrons* There will be a decrease in the intensity of the beam 

across the absorbing medium due to neutron absorption* This decrease 

that the interaction causes is described by the first cinder differential 

equation 

• # • £1 Bq* 2 
dx 

where £ is the probability of Interaction occtirring and is commonly 

referred to as the sacroscopic cross section* The solution of this 

differential eauation is 

•23x 
I • 1^ e 

o 

From this equation it is evident that the more readily are neutrons 

ab8oi^d> the greater is the decrease in Z* Vhen aoch an absorber is 

Introlueed into an isotropie flux, neutrons will be loplnglng on the 

absorber from all directions and the intensity taken in any given 

direction will again decrease across the abeoirber in that direction* 

When all directions are considered, the result is that the abBozi>er is 

fo\s^ in a neutron density less than in the immediately removed vicinity< 

Considering three dimensions and all directions^ this phenomenon creates 

a "hole** in the isotropic neutron flux* Or considering two dimensions 

the fli2X is pertuz^sed into a ''depression'* in the vicinity of the 

absorber as illustrated in figure 1. 

The term **negatlve source" is spplied to the absorber since it 

lowers the level of local neutron flux* 

The collective effect of an absoz1>er in a neutron flux, the sum 

of its negative source effect and the self shielding effect, ia the 



total flux pertuzbatioB which must bo accounted for in evali»ting the 

aoTxtron flux in a medium* 

Flux Depression Due to Abeorptlon 

0 

x^ denotes position 
of sbsoz^er 

figure 1 



CHAPTER n 

ISVB8TIGATICX7 CF FLUX PERTURBATION 

Purpose of this Paper 

The two effects, self ahielding and negative source, mey be 

separated explicitly. Xt is the purpose of this paper to Investigate 

the negative source effect in flux pertustatlon in the epitberaal 

regioni to report on other ei^pirical measurements of the flux depression 

made in the theraal region; and to Invwstlgste some of the theoretical 

fornulas which should predict the flux depression. 

Questions mey arise oooceming the effect of sbaorber dimensions, 

the absolute magnitude of the depression, and whether the aagnitude is 

dependent iqpon the absorber composition, and since the probability of 

nuclear interaction is energy dipsadent(l| 2), whether this magnitude 

is dependent i;gpon neutron energy, and \xpon the nuclear properties of 

the medium in which the absorber is placed* 

Theoretical Treatment 

Ordinary treatment of diffusion of neutrons through a medium is 

by the sioqple first order diffusion esuation(3) from which an esgpreselon 

fdr the ratio of the flux in the medium to that in the absorber can be 

deilved(^}« and then corrected by the more accurate traniQtort theory(3). 

Even thoufi^ it will be shown that the expression obtained does 

not satlsfsctorily predict the flux pertuziMition, it will be derived 

here to illustrate the theoretical approach and the boundary conditions 

which are lypplied in the case of a one dimensional ab8ozi)er In a 

diffusion B»dium In solving the diffusion equstlon. 

Consider an infinite alab in a noomultlplying mediia. Any 

oausrosccpic boundary would a^ppeox to be an infinite plane ooqpared to 

file:///xpon


5 
the physical sise of neutrons* The steady state diffusion eqimtion is 

'^^ - «?0 - 0 »*. 3 
^O CO 

where is the Isplarlan operator and XT is the ratioj £^/D« the 

macroscopic absorption cross section to the diffusion coefficient for 

the slab, and it is assumed to remain constant in the region where the 

diffusion equation holds* The index '̂ o" refers to the absorber slab. 

The solution of Equation 3 is 

i " Aeosh K X •!> Bslnh K x • 
'̂ o o o 

X will be measured along the noraal to a plane passing throu^ the 

center of the slSb (the conventional y axis) so that there will be 

Synaetry about this plane* 

When sbsozption occurs^ 0 will jskss throu£^ a alnioum at the 
o 

origin^ At the origin the gradient of 0 , that is d0 /dx, hereafter 

referred to as 0 | becomes sero* Differentiating the expression 

for 0 with respect to x yields 
0 • AK oinh K X <(' BK cosh K x . 
^0 0 0 o o 

At X • 0# 

0 « AK Binh 0 •«- BK cosh 0 
o o 

and sinh 0 • 0| but cosh 0 • Ij so that B g 0* Then 

0 • Acosh K X . Bq* 4 

^o o 
The fline at the surfSee will be 

t 
*• Acosh K 

OS 

Since the boundary of the slab on the x axis is t. The average flux 

in the slab is 
r.t/8 



6 
8\A>stitutlng for 0 from Bq. 4 and evaluating the Integral gives: 

h - 2/tK [Lilnh K (t/2) . cj i 
OL 

or 

2 • (2A/tK )alnh X(t/2) * Bq* 6 
o o 

The boundary of the slab is an interface between two diffusion 

mediums at which the flux in both mtast be equal(3)$ 0 • 0 • The 
OS ms 

index *'m** refers to the medium surrounding the slab. Then division 

of equation 5 by 6t 
0 Acosh K (t/2) 

o 

• I \^^ K̂ (t/2) iq- 7 

which is the desired relation ahd should predict the flux pertuztetion 

which can now be defizied as being the ratio 0 /§ * This value will 
'̂ ms '̂ o 

be greater than one when Sbsoxption of neutrons in the alab, medium o^ 

will result in ^ being less than 0 * TSiis ratio is not that for the collective pertuzt>atioa bxit for siiqple depression* 

Evaluation of Terms 

Numerical values for the ratio can be determined if K is known* 
o 

Since D 5 l/(3£ ) , (reference 3), where Z is the aaeroscqpic scattering 
s s 

cross section* Substitution gives 
—2 _̂, ^ « — • WB**-
I • 3C t , and £ z J, 
o so so' i - J — 

with W « weight of absorberi A • pbysioal atomic mass, 0w/0B^tom, 

B • avagadro's nunriber̂  6«Qe3xl(r'^ atoms per gram«atom, and s • microscopic 

cross section^ which is a measure of probability that a neutrcm will be 

Sbsorbed upon collision with a nucleus, snd which is the effective cross 



sectional area that the nucleus presents to the neutron and is expressed 

in bams where one bam is equal to 10 cm * 

From transport theory^ corrections can be obtained which improve 

the accuracy eomswhat* 2f X • l/£ • the mean free path of neutrons 
e 8 

between scattering collisions, then the mean free transport distance 
between collision is V « \ /(l«'U ), where u is the average of the 

tr s o' o ^^ 
cosine of the sngle at which neutrons are scattered iqpon collision 
with nuclei* V Is to be svbsUtuted for l/£ , shove. 

vr 8 
For an exaaqde of perturbation that would be expected from this 

expression^ consider a thin slab of silver weiring 100 ailligrems 
2 

per cm for which cr « 6 bams^ a « 60 bam8(5}. The density of 
s « a 

silver is 10«50 gas/em^ so the actual thickness of the slab is 
X m 

«100 gas/em >'j> 'li;*^™."* 1 • *0095 cm* 10•50 gns/csK 

K is calculated for silver as shown below* 
o 

Calculation of £ (A( silver) « 107*9 gms/gm^^atom) t 

£ . (10^50 Wcm^)(6,0BxlO ^)(6QX10 cm 
a 107*9 0^/0B-atom 

3*52 cm**̂  

Calciilation of tit 
^tr ^ 

Since D • -r*# snd V •> -^—, and \ • X/^ , 
i«*U 

o 
£ ^ (io.50)(6*oexio^^){6) 
8 107*9 

£ • .352 cffl*^ 

then 

^ « I/-352 • 2.8^ * 
8 

u^ is given by 2/3A, so 2/3A • 2/3(107*9) • *006l7* 
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Then 

Bos 

2.8^ 

\r ' 1 ̂  .00^7 •^•^' 

« 2*82 »̂ and 0 m -—- » .91̂  cm* 

"C " V ^ • ̂  • 3.7̂^ cm"̂  

and K « 3.7!̂  cm"^ • l.Sk coT^ o 

Substituting into equation 7 gives 

H /i m ^3^ (1.9^) coth ~ 2 S . (1.94) . 1.000 
OS o s s 

This calculated value is less than that observed in the laboratory 

which can be seen from the experimental data. 

Bothe*8 Diffusion Forgaila 

The first systematic investigation of this problem was carried out 

by If an Bothe(7)* Be derived a formula from first order diffusion theory 

considering a sp^rical shell absorber and eopirically equated a 

spherical shell of radius, "*%," to a thin disc of radius (2/3 )a* He 

then calculated activations for thin discs in a neutron field having 

various angular distributions at the surfsce. Tittle(6) reevaluated 

Bothe*8 work and concluded that a disc of radius a was actually 

equivalent to a 8pl:«rical shell of the same radius in this effect* 

The Tlttle-Bothe formula modified for ease of cooqparison, is 

•w"f, ,'•,' 

''o./*[*-v*v][fc:'i-3 
• c«M«nl |MMMkW<aMfHMaanaapMMMMWM«>IMMMIMnMMi tr " -> £g, 3 

when a is much less than X^ * 
tr 



B^(t£ ) is the exponentiia integralt 
3 ao 

i u 
\M • / «_ du 

which has been evaluated at n • 3 for several values of the product, 

t£ by Plaosek, et al*(8). \ is the mean transport length for the 

seccmd medium snd a is the radius of the absorber^ L Is the diffusion 

length(3) for theraal neutrons in the mediun* 

And when a is much greater than K, the equation IB 

0 1 * ^ - M ^ i [9>6Q X , 
oa ^ ,^ • 3 so^ *- tr-* 

K [ i^BJfS i 1/tfi 
o L- 3̂  ao5 ^ I 

Bq* 9 

so 

These equations introduce a dependence of the flux pertuzt»ation 

on the sise of the absorber* Dependence on the **moderate'* absorption 

of neutrons in the second medium is introduced by calculating L from 

the relation given by Christy(9) 

,2 .tr. .a 
2 . m <.m)mm0.mf0mm0mmm 

3(1 - I Nr)^ 
a 

The equation holds for sxich sidbstanees as water (o « 0.66 bams 

at 0.025ey*) in which absorption of neutrons is ĵaoderate** as coovared 

to strong sbsorbem such as indium* 

The factor 1^ « B^(t£ j is the nuariser of neutron captures 

occurring in the absorber disc whose thickness t is stated in the 

term grMS per cm snd whose probsbility for neutron cspture is 
2 

£ cm /ailligraa« The product, t£ , expresses the fraction 

of the total mean free psth ia the absorber. If thickness wem 

expressed in cm the product would be given by t/\ , where K is the 
a a 

total mean free path that s thermal neutrcm tzmvels before being 
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captured by an absorber nucleus* A few values of the ratio calculated 

by the Tittle-Botbe formula (Bq. 9) are presented In table 1 for 

oooqiarison of results from other formulas. This ratio is the sisple 

flux depression* 

Ritchie and Hdridas's Xftprovement on the Skyrtne Formula 

ilbout the same time that Bothe presented his formula Skyrme(lO) 

developed a formula relating flux depression to the nuBft>er of captures # 

the absorber rsdius^ and the nuclear constants of the second medliai* 

Ritchie and Bldridge(ll) have rederived Sl^rme's result considering 

moDoenergetic neutrons diffusing according to trabiQ^ort theory* They 

obtained trial solutions to the transport equation by the ''variational 

procedure of spherical harmonics'* and ohoee as the best solution the 

sums of sisqple esqpcmentials* They succeeded In eogplieitly separating 

the flux dspression from the self protective effect and the ratio 0 ^ 0 

should be a direct measure of the flux digression due to the sbaorber* 

Their formula is 

t00mm. m mmmmmm»'<*»(mmm0mmmbmi>mmimmmmmmmmimmi0bmmmmtm * tmmmtmttmttmm^mmimmamm 

K has the same significance as K. used previously* g is their 
tr s 

evaltAtion of the "Bkyrm function** of foil radius with a correction 

f m m trSmqport theory* The function of g can be writt^^ 

; • ; , - , -

f t t f t t f 

«.<*'^*J-;it^a-«T"'> 
where \ is again the transport mean free path for the medium surmunding 

^a 
the slsb| and %l'T;;^,y) is the transport correetion# and 7 is the 

rtttio £ /£ for the second medium* For a particular system when the 
s t 

scattering cmss section^ s the trsnsport length also# is assumed to be 

oonstsnt^ as is ceaaon^ then the term g will renain ooostaot* The 

equation is derived aasuning that the medium m surroiimding the slab is 

a weak absorber so that 7 is nearly unity and will also remain constant* 



TABLE 1 

CALCUIATKD BPITHERIfAL FLUX FERTURBAT2CR 
o 

(a«0*65em^ >dtr«l*07» 'f^^O^kem 7 < * o ) 

Ritchie 
Tittl«;«^ and 
Bothe Bldridge Angelopoulos and Strickland 
(»««d) (B<i«9) (Bq*15) 

t£SO 0OS/Jio gy/g^ 0OS/j^ Pc A B 008/00 

0.10 1.236 0*9€k 1.208 0*1629 0*0Ul8 0*0228 1*1039 

0.30 1*624 0*9^ 1*585 0*3335 0*1000 0*0582 1*3137 

0«50 2*002 0«936 1*95^ OMSi 0*1392 0*084l 1*1^766 

0*70 2*385 0*929 2*327 0*5229 0*1670 0*1033 1*6529 

0*90 2*776 0*925 2*710 0*58iH 0*1872 0*U78 1*7*>91 

1*10 3*176 0*921 3*098 0*6326 0*2080 0*1288 1*8325 

1*30 3*585 0*918 3**»96 0.6720 0*2132 0*1372 2*00i*3 

1*50 i^#003 0*916 3*902 0*70*15 0*2216 o*ll>37 2*1333 

1*70 kihS9 0*914 4*314 0*7317 0*2280 0.1487 2*2652 

1*90 4*d6E! 0*912 4*732 0*7548 0*2329 0*1526 2.4004 

2.10 5*303 0*9U 5*159 0*7746 O.2367 0*1556 2*5394 

2*30 5*749 0*911 5.598 0*7917 0.2396 0.1580 2*6818 

2.5 6.180 0*910 6.022 0*8065 0*24l8 0.1597 2.83IO 

2.7 6*656 0.910 6*479 0.8196 0.2436 0.1613 2.9782 

11 
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The Transport CorreciiC^n 

and £/driJ^e,( ] 

10 
I I I ' I I I ' I I I I I I 

16 20 

''A,; 
^5 

FiQare 2. 

12 



OMS 

£Sr//fAT£D 
J 1 1 1 I I I I I I 1 1 1 — 1 -

u/A«e 

LA-4-

l 1 1 1 I I I ! 
1 2 3 4 - 5 

t i t o 

F.f dn Zn-ftni"^ Toil 

F/qurc J 

13 
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The value of K is presented grsphieally in Bitchie and IIlridge(ll) and 

the graph used is reproduced is figure 2* The ratio g/g*^ is the 

variationaUy derived g^(the flux dapression) to the Sl^rae g~ for sn 

infinite slab. This ratio is presented gzaphioally by Bitchie and 

Bldridge as a function of the prodtx!t, t£ and that gmph is reproduced 

in figure 3* 

Some values for the ratio 0 /0 calculated by the Bitchie 
OS o 

Hartdge formula are also presented In table i * These ratios also 

increase rapidly with increasing t£ ^ as do those of Botha's* 

Another author, Beioh(12) has spplied a spherical harac»)ic 

approximation for the flux In an absorber and in the medium surrounding 

the slab* 
CoUXaXm ProbatoUity Approach 

The most reasonable results have been obtained from a formula 

derived by Angelopoulos and Btrickland by considering collision 

probsbilities for an infinite slab of ab8oz^er(4)* Ihe ratio obtained 

is that for pvofe depression without any self shielding contribution as 

is seen from the definition of oollision probability. The steps that 

AsgslspouXos and Strickland have taken to arrive at their formula are 

summarised as follcws* 

The nuober of neutrons per unit time per unit surfSce io^pinging on 

the slsh surfsce from both sides is B_ where 
<w* 

s ^ • 2ljrj^ • ̂ ^ -^ Bq* 11 

as given by sisple diffusion theory* The gradient of 4 is taken 
m 

along x, normal to the slab surfSce* The nudoer of neutrons Impinging 

on the boundary of the second medium is 

B , where 
m 

ax-' 
Bq* 12 
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The nuBober of neutrons per unit time per unit surfSoe leaving the 

slsb without suffering sny collision In the slab is lf^ 

^ *** " **8m dx 
Bq* 13 

dx 

Then the nuober of neutrons suffering their first collision in the 
t 

slab, B is 

B* - B - 1^ Bq* 14 
c — • 

Substituting equations 11 and 13 gives t 

B' .2[A0 •JLiilJ o *-̂ 8̂m £ ax 

where A • i - ^ J t t ) 
3 w 

and B - 1/6 - ii|^(tl5jj^). 

Of these B neutrons having their first collision In the slab, a c 
frsction, f » £ / £ will be captured* tOie remainder will be scattered c ao to 
isotrcpically* The distribution of these scattered neutrons will vary 

with the depth of the slab but for thin slabs (t£ ^1) this distribution 

any be considered to be uniform* The thinner the slab, the more valid 

thie assum>tion becomes* 

As defined by Case et al*(8)> the collision prbbiOyiUty is the 

avez«ge pzt>b8ibility that a neutmn will be absoẑ êd within the body* 
Or P « 1 * P * where P is the eac»^ pmbsbility* Several values 

c o o 
of P sre tabulated as a function of t£. by Case also* By writing the 

c to 
nuober of absorptions, B $ occurring in the sbsorber as a function of 

the average flux 3 t 
o 
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they were able to write 

0 0 t£ ms J[oe to 

i ' i ' ^ 
o ^o 

LX. A ''A CJ 
tr -̂  

Bq* 16 

These authom do not restrict the region to which equation l6 may be 

applied* 

The values calculated by equation 16 are listed in table 1 and show 

a slower increase than those calculated from equation 8 or 9* This ratio 

reflects only the flux depression when P is substituted for f since P 
CI C O 

ia the csptured fraction of the nuoiber, B neutrons having a collision 
o 

in the slab* The results presented in table 1 are also presented 

gmphicaUy in figure 4. The alight huap in Angelppouloa and Strickland's 

curve ia extremely pronounced in etqpirioal data* 

Fmrther reference ia made to 8tuart(l3) and Voodruff(l4) who discuss 

the flux distribution in an absorbing slab via a multiple colliaion 

method. Daith(15) has solved the monoenergetic transport equation for 

slab geometry uaing Legendre functiona for the poaitional dependence of 

the vectorial flux* The treatment of coefficient e^qpanalona eiribody thia 

directional dependence* 

2h calculating the flux pertuzt>atlon for a given ayatem, the first 

atep is the aelection of proper values for L and X^ , (and y mZ /Z 
tr m a t 

for uae in the Bltehie«Bldridge formula). Theae terse are energy 

dependent and therefore their contributiona will vary with the energy 

diatribution of the neutrona bosbarding the abaorber. The abaori>er may 

be a resonance sbaorber which would more readily react with epitheraal 

neutrona than with thermal neutron8(l)* The perturbation in the 

epitheraal flux would be expected to be greater than in the thermal 

flux* 



Si !b 

- ^ |^° 
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In order to investigate the eplthezoal flux perturbation a 

new esqperiaental procedure which would separate the aelf protective 

effect from the flux depreaaion ia deaired* Suitable choice of the 

valuea for the energy dependent terms of the theory are made as 

outlined below to predict the reaulta* 

The mean free acatterlng path from which the transport length 

is determined was taken to be the average value reported by Gla8atone(3) 

for water, which was the medium aurrounding the slSb In this atudy* 
. ^1 

^8 * ^'^8 * \ " ^*^ °° • 01a8atone(3) slso reports that £ for 

water at thermal ranges ia 0*02cm'' , which Is corrected to an 

eplthermal value of 0.00231 by the l/v law (3). Since £ • £ • £ 
tm am I 

and £ ia very amall cospared to £ for water* then 7 - £ /£ ia 
em m em' tm aaaumed to be unity* It la argued that since L ia l/6 of the root mean 

square of the distance that neutrons travel after reaching thermal 

energies until they are captured, and that aince t, the iTerai age" 
2 

in cm (3) of eplthermal neutrona ia 1/6 the root toean aquare of the 

diatanee that a neutron tmvela while alowing down from fiaaion to 

thermal energy, where it ia effectively removed from the epitheraal 

flux, then the aquare root of the "Permi age" for the indium (the 

neutron detector) resonance neutron (see deaeriptlon of the experiment) 

ahould be aubstituted for L in making the calcitlationa for eplthermal 
/ ~^ 

neutron flux perturbations* Thia value ia /30*4cm * 5*52 cm* 

BaQperiaental Treatcaent 

Previous Inveatigstjone Beported 

The few inveatigators evaluating the collective flux perturbation 

have used the spproach of vazylng the thickness of abaorbing foil of 

cotiatant radiua and then determining the activity induced in the foil* 

!Ebeir tabulated data q;ypear in tSble 2, which ia graphically preaented 

in figure 5* TSluea of Bothe were somewhat far^apaeed to be repreaented 

graphically* Besulta by Thoiq;}8on and by Klema repreeent a collective 



TABLE 2 

EMPIRICAL THERMAL rUX FERTURBATIOfI 

Absorber 

By 

mg/cm 

6 

35 

36 

69 

71 

f£ao 

.0231 

*1348 

.1385 

•2655 

*2735 

Poa/^ 

1*04 

1*10 

1*22 

1*19 

1.39 

Inveatig^tor 

Bothe (1) 

IS 58^8 
(ca » 170 bame) 

*524 1.11 « 01 Baoey, Paine, 
Qoodoan (1) 

(Calculated) 

Ih 6%73 
aa • 170 bams) 

15*7 
32*.4 

62^7 

160*3 

225*0 

12.3 

22.4 

36.9 

'»9.3 

75.1 
92*8 

109.8 

*006 

*0l4 

•029 

*056 

*143 

.201 

*Q11 

.020 

.033 
«044 

•067 

.083 

.096 

1.025 

1.033 

1*075 

1*088 

1*119 

1*127 

1*000 

1.015 

1*011 

1.015 

1*030 

1*031 

l .o4i 

Thoopaon ( l ) 
3/4" folia in Graphite 

Klema (11) 
3/4" folia in Graphite 

19 
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flux perturbation but do not agree with each other, whether plotted 
2 

againat abaolute thickneaa in miUigrama per cm or against units of 

nsan free path in the absorber aa shown in figure 6. Bven though 

their valuea of i^f^ 3^« cloaer together in f Iguze 6, the trenda 

portrayed in the curves are markedly different. It was also poaaible 

to plot Bothe*a efls>irical reaulta in figure 6* 

Bxperimental Procedure 

Ih order to aeparate eopirically the self protective effect and 

the flux depreaaion, advantage can be taken of the fact that. In the 

flux, the negative source creates a "hole" whoae approximate diaenaiona 

will be that of the dlffuaion length of the neutrona of Intereat, i*e* 

the "hole" in the eplthermal flux will extend outward from the abaorber 

aurface approximately v/?cm or 5*52 cm* Initially, at a point in an 

Isotropie flux there will be an unperturbed level, 0* Indium was 

chosen since it lends itself readily to detemlnatiMi of the induced 

activity, hence thia absorber will be denoted as the neutron detector* 

Introduction of an abaox^r will decrease the flux to a level in the 

detector to 0 « Badioaetivlty, A , induced in the detector will be 
m m 

directly proportional to |( according to equation 2* If a aeeond 
m 

sbsorber ia introduced into the flux within the region of thia "hole" 
s aeeond depreaaion reaulta in a flux 0 occurring in the detector and 

oa 
the activity induced now will be A * The ratio A / A will be directly 

^ om m om 
prpportional to 0 /# when thia ratio repreaenta flux depression only* 

OS' o 
The experiment consisted of theae stepat 

1* Betermination of A In an Indium foil to be uaed aa 
a 

a atandard, 

2* Irradiation of the detector foil in the preaence of a 

strong absorber disc, snd 

3* Correction of the activiUea obaerved for background, 

tifltt of irradiaticA, time els^aed between end of 
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irradiation to the middle of the counting period, and 

the welc^t of individual folia, to determine A * 
om 

Correctiona for colztcidence and other counting loaaea 

were not required(l6) * 

Tbe indium foils were Jacketed in cadmium dlaca which were 

approximately 0*02 inch thick and 93$ black to neutzx^na below 0.26 eV. 

and transparent to neutrona with energiea above 1 eV* (indium resonance 

occurs at 1*45 eV.)(l7) to Insure detection of eplthermal neutrons only* 

Selection of Abaoz^r Nftteriala 

The materiala ehoaaa for the abaoz^rs were thoae with particularly 

atrong reaonance Sbeorption peaka In their croas 8ection«energy curvea* 

Cation conatituenta were choaen which showed minimum abaorption 

probability at a U energy levels* Thoae materials selected are listed 

in table 3 (l8)* Their abaorptios croas aection ia given for two energiea, 

one which eorreaponds to the reaonance energy and another which correaponda 

to the resonance energy of indium plus the energy loaa that neutrona 

would auffer in traveling a atrai^t path between the absorber and the 

indiiui detector* The indium and abaorber were placed parallel one (l) 

cm ^part* 

Manufacture of Abaorter Macs 

The absor^rs were solid aalts in which the moisture content was 

negligible* Bo pioe metal other than the Indium detector was uaed. To 

prepare an abaorber diac, the conpound wae finely ground and a weighed 

quantity was mixed with a wei^ied quantity of dry potaaaita chloride (XCl)* 

Tliia mixture was then pressed into a solid diac by a hydraulic preaa\ire 

of 20,000 paig* All of the diaoe were manufactured in the same dye 

(Perkin*Blmer model nuiii)er 021<^106) to inaure uniformity of irradiation 

geometry* The resulting discs were wei£^bed and the effective thickneaa, 

t, of absorber in mllllgraas/cm of diac aurfsce was calculated* 



TABLB 3 

ABSOSmmO l4ATgBIAL8 VITB APPRCPP.IATB CQBBTABTS 

Pfayaioal 
Abaorber Atomic Muia At ^^^7 At Strongeat Beaonance Level 

(mg/«matom)lO^ s^o ^ ( 1 0 * ^ ) eY cto £to(UO*^) 

^Cd*** 1*1244 5*7 3-06 0*172 7,800 4*1793 

nat 

^ I r 1.9315 25*5 8#04 1.3 5#800 1.8166 

l̂ -Rb'̂ ^ 1*0291 10*3 6*03 1*25 4,800 2*8050 

^Br"** 0*8765 78*0 53*^ 3*6 78 O.0536 

^J^ 1*6499 50*0 19*2 3.9 5#100 1.8628 

55 

51 

Cs^^^ 1*3295 15.5 7*0 6*0 2,600 1.1780 

8b"** 1.2179 5*1 2*5 6*2 1,360 0.6566 

nAt 

ĵ -Ag 1*0791 3^*0 19*0 16.5 603 0*3366 
232 

^̂  0.7498 8*6 6*9 47.5 1*000 0.8040 

j^th ̂  2.3215 12.0 3*1 22*4 1,450 0*3760 

33** 
Co^^ 0*5^95 10.0 10.2 135 6,800 6*9488 

gjte^^ 0*5^6 3*3 3.6 1950 1,950 2.1370 

„BS^^ 0.2300 3.2 8.6 2850 375 0*9823 
U 

Bote: 
2 

Z^ m asesoseopic total crosa aectioo in OK per ailigraauis) 

s ^ • alcroseopic total croaa aection In "bama." 

24 



:3 
Bstermiaatioo of a Standard ActivH^' 

The atandard activity was determined uaing dlaca with no abaorber 

in the XCl matrix* KCl was choaen for thia matrix aince neither 

potassium nor chlorine ahow sny atrong reaonance cross aection peaks 

in the energy region atudied. The XCl could be eaaily preaaed into a 

diac which waa aoable and relatively resiatant to rough handling* All 

diaes were encaaed in plaatie "oylar" film for water proofing. 

All detector foils were plaeed on a circular hole in a cardboard 

planehet for counting* The diameter of the hole waa alightly amaller 

than the detector foil and was backed by "oylar" film ao that the error 

produced by baekscattering in the counter was reduced to a negligible 

amount* 

In order to determine whether there would be undue acatterlng of 

neutrona from the XCl matrix into the indium, a aeriea of meaaurements 

with no oatrlx in the abaorber jpoaitlon were carried out* Specific 

activity observed in this case showed that the XCl diaca did not form 

either a negative or poaitive aource. 

Bxperimental Beeulta 

The Standard Activity 

The atandard activity, A , was determined to be 4917 oounta per 
m 

misute per gram for foils decaying for 3*0 ainutee before countiag 

begin, wi'Ui a probable error of - 69 counts per minute | and ^ 1 0 eounta 

per minute per gram for folia decaying 6*0 mlnutea before counting 

began, with a probable error of - 54 counts per odnute* The expected 

probsble error ia ** 23 cotmta per minute* 
The Perturbation Batio 

The ratios A / A , observed for various thickneaa of abaorbera 
or om 

which had various reaonance absorptions are presented in tsble 4. The 

ratio valuea have been averaged within narrow regioaa of thickneaa for 



•M8LB 4 

BMP2BICAL FLUK PBRTQRBATiai 

Abaoit»ing t ^ 
flsspXa ti«/sm 

od 5.7 

21.2 

3 

Ir 13^0 

23*0 

33*3 
47.6 
49*1 

59.7 

Bh I d a 

47*9 

57 •© 

58.6 

67*4 

86«3 

Th 2.1 

4.9 
7.6 

13*6 

15*1 
16*3 

33.9 
38a 

Min 

3.0 

3.0 

6.0 

3*0 

3.0 

6.0 

5.0 

6.0 

2.1 

6.0 

6.0 

6.0 

3*0 

6.0 

3*0 

3*0 

6.0 

6.0 

3«0 

3«0 

6*0 

6*0 

6.0 

flipeelfie 
Activity, cpm 

^537 

•̂857 

i»532 

4521 

4864 

4333 

4678 

4576 

4529 

4690 

4653 

•̂ 909 

4763 

4845 

4831 

4823 

4688 

4592 

46li2 

W157 

4782 

4504 

4838 

Aa^Ao. 

1.0838 

1.0124 

1*0834 

1.0876 

1.0109 

1.1332 

1*0509 

1.0730 

1*0857 

1*0469 

1.0552 

1.0002 

1.0323 

1*0134 

1.0178 

1*0195 

1.0474 

1*0698 

1*0598 

1*1032 

1*0398 

1*0901 

1*0149 

86 



TABLB 4 . Continued 

Abaorbing 
Baople 

As 

Co 

Ms 

Bo 

t 2 
mg/cm 

7.8 

13.9 

16.8 

33*1 

43*7 

50.0 

1*3 

2.5 

13*2 

16.0 

21.6 

31.8 

5.0 

6.8 

21.0 

42*2 

49*4 

87*6 

1.6 

3*8 

4.6 

19.1 

28.0 

Min 

3.0 

6.0 

3*0 

3.0 

3*0 

6.0 

3.0 

6.0 

3.0 

6.0 

6.0 

3*0 

6.0 

3.0 

3*0 

3.0 

6.0 

3.0 

6.0 

6*0 

3.0 

3*0 

3.0 

flipeeific 
Activl^, cpm 

^53 

4512 

4836 

4407 

4772 

4683 

4828 

4937 

4905 

4591 

4647 

4913 

4646 

4936 

4457 

4777 

4817 

4l49 

4578 

4933 

4831 

4622 

kesn 

Ao/Aom 

0.9927 

1*0882 

1*0167 

1.1157 

1*0304 

1*0485 

1*0184 

0.9945 

1*0024 

1*0695 

1*0566 

1*0008 

1.0697 

0.9962 

1*1032 

1.0293 

1.0193 

1.1851 

1*0725 

0.9953 

1.0178 

1*0638 

l*004l 
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TM3LB 4 • Continued 

Absorbing 

Bo 

Ag 

Cs 

8b 

* a 
mĝ cm 

30.9 

40*1 

47.9 

6.1 

8.8 

17.1 

53.1 

58.4 

59.2 

74.7 

7.7 

36.8 

59.0 

77.5 

92.7 

162*8 

2 3 7 ^ 

1.0 

1.5 

8.8 

i4a 
22.2 

23.9 

idn 

6.0 

3*0 

6.0 

3.0 

6*0 

3.0 

3.0 

3.0 

6.0 

6.0 

6.0 

6.0 

6.0 

3*0 

6*0 

3*0 

3*0 

3*0 

6.0 

3.0 

6.0 

6.0 

6.0 

specific 
Activity, cpm 

4789 

4698 

hT56 

4953 

4880 

4579 

4659 

433B 

4947 

4600 

4878 

4803 

4946 

4251 

4638 

4207 

4570 

4770 

4821 

4772 

4498 

4235 

4631 

Am/Mom 

1.0253 

1.0466 

1.0324 

0.9927 

1*0061 

1.0743 

1*0558 

1.1335 

0*9925 

1.0674 

1*0080 

1.0837 

0.9927 

1*1567 

lt0586 

1*1671 

1.0744 

1.0308 

1.0185 

1.0304 

1.0916 

1*159*^ 

1*0602 
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case in plotting (table 5)* Vhen strontium and Sodium were eiqployed 

as abaorbera, the plot of A /A ahowed the preaence of a poaitive 
m om 

aource inatead of the uaual flux depreaaion (see Analyala of Beaulta). 

Theae reaulta are tabulated aeparately (table 6) and ahovn graphically 

in figure 7* 

Concluaiona and Analysla of Reaulta 

Bxperimental errors could have occurred in the three weii^iinga 

required, or in determining the activity of Individual foil dialntegration 

ratea* The oaximum error in the thickneaa of the foil ia estimated to 
t 2 

0*1 mg/cm • Bxtremely good reproducibility was obtained throughout 
the manufacture of the ̂ aozbing discs and it was felt that a oaximum 

abaolute error of 0.1 mg/cm ia a pessimietlc eatlnmte. The major 

contributing error was found in the determination of the apecific 

activity caused by alie^t variations in counting geometry. Better zesulta 

mi^t have been obtained if, rather than the open cardboard planchet, 

a aolld metal planchet with a ali^t depression the same sise as the 

detector foil had been used to produce eaturation backacattering in 

the counter aaaeobly* 

Bowever, a maximum eatimate of the ratio A /A , baaed on the 
. m om 

probable ,error in the standard activity 18-0*03* It ia believed that 

the method uaed for plotting averages producea a uaeful curve, especially 

aince it aupporta the reaulta by Thoopaon (figure 5) for t = 20mg/em 

and by Bothe (figure 6) for t^^^ 0.15* 

As was anticipated, results for thia experiment (flux depreaaion 

meaaureaenta only) were beet predicted by the Angelopouloa and Strickland 

colliaion pzt>babiiity formula; Bven though valuea calculated by it are 

hie^r than the eopirical valuea, it la concluded that it would, in moat 

caaea, beat predict the reaulta, depending upon knowledge of tranaport 

length, dlffuaion length, and the acatterlng and total croaa sectiona 

for the medium* 



TABLB 5 

AYBBA(3D PLOX PBRTOBBATIORS FOR C«APHICAL ABALTSIS 

mg/cm 

1-5 

5-10 

10*15 

15«20 

20-30 

30*.4o 

40-50 

50-60 

60-80 

86*3 

87*6 

92.7 

162.8 

(Am/Aom)̂ ĝ 

1.028 

1*022 

1.066 

1.059 

1.058 

1.058 

1*042 

1*047 

1.079 
1.018 

1*185 

1*059 

1.167 

Bange 

I.O72/.994 

1.084/.993 

1.092/1*002 

1*103/1*040 

1*160/1.004 

1*133/1.001 

1.073/1.019 

1*134/0.992 

1.157/1.013 
m 

-

m 

«• 

tjf" 
to 

0.0*0.1 

0.1-0*2 

0*2.0.3 

0*3-0*4 

0*4-0*6 

0*6-1*0 

1*0-1*6 

1*6-2.9 

(WAom)^^ 

1*036 

1*048 

1*092 

1*047 

1*036 

1*059 

1*054 

1*070 

Bange 

1*103/0*993 

1*159/0 *99*> 

I.U6/1.067 

1.064/1*030 

1*103/1.004 

1.133/0.993 

1*086/1.000 

I.I85/I.OOI 
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Selection of the reaonance croas aection of the abaorber in 

oooputing t£ for iUuatration of experimental reaulta (figure 5 
to 

f̂ Q̂  6) proved to be valid as ahown by the aimilarlty of the pronounced 

bend in the curvea of A /A • 
m om 

Sodium doea not readily abaozb neutrona but seems to act as a 

poaitive source by excesalve acatterlng* Thia case ia dlamiaaed as not 

being indicative aince the resonance level of sodium ia BO high and ao 

far removed from that of Indiua, and aince the eplthermal neutron flux 

decreaaea with energy, especially in a aubcrltical aaaeiriE)ly aueh as was 

uaed for the neutron aource in thia esq^riment* 

An intereating anomaly, which the theory doea not predict occurred 

when atrontium waa uaed aa the abaorber, (figure 7)« Aa the thickneaa 

of the abaorber increaaed, the flux depreasion decreaaed until a 
2 

thickness of about 10 milligrama per cm waa reached* Aa the thickneaa 

of the strontium sbsorber increaaed, a poaitive source was formed for 

nexttrona oorreapondlng to the indium resonance level due to acatterlng 

from the abaorber* A neutron having an energy of 3*45 e?* in the 

vicinity of the abaorber would loae approximately 2.0 eV* of energy in 

diffusing throufi^ one (l) cm of water (from the abaori>er to the Indium 

detecting foil) and would therefore be preferentially captured by the 

Indium* When thia 3*45 e?* neutron was diffuaing through the atrontium 

^sorber Ita eplthermal energy Imy juat below a reaonance level of 

atrontium and therefore may be preferentially scattered out of the 

absorber* 

It is known that the scattering cross aection as well ae the 

abaorption croaa aection paaaea through a cooplsx variation in the 

reaonance region (l)* Proximity of the neutron energy levela permit 

thia explanStion. 

Then the total flux perturbati(» ia the sum of three effects rather 

than two I that ia the flux depreaaion effect, and the self ahielding 

effect eauaed by firat, abaorption of neutrona by abaozt>er nuclei lying 



TABLB 6 

POBITIVB SOdtCB BPFBCT 1X8 TO 8CATTBBIBG 

Abaorber 

Ba 

Bti 

mg/cm 

1*1 

1.2 

2.6 

6.8 

9*2 

U . 5 

14.0 

1.1 

4*3 

7.4 

25.9 

39.3 

42.3 

56.8 

66.2 

2 
m 

Min 

7.0 

3.0 

3*0 

10.0 

7.0 

6.0 

3.0 

3.0 

3.0 

6.0 

3.0 

6*0 

3.0 

6.0 

3.0 

Qpeeifie 
Activity. 

5402 

5304 

5374 

5101 

5141 

5444 

5356 

4284 

4661 

4930 

4954 

4918 

5060 

5300 

54o4 

AVAom 

0.9089 

0*̂ 9270 

0.9150 

0*9626 

0*9551 

0,9019 

0,9180 

1,1478 

1,0549 

0.9959 

0.9925 

0,9984 

0,9717 

0*9264 

0.9099 

3^ 
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near the boundary, and aeeond, a preferential scattering of eplthermal 

neutrona not coinciding to a resonance level of the abaoz^r. 

Becogmendationa 

Further atudy in the regiona of large t£^ are deaired in flux 
to 

pertuztetion along with refinementa in the experimental data for teating 

the Angelopouloa and Strickland colliaion probability formula for flux 

dspreasion* On the baaia of this atudy, it ia recoananded that thia 

formula be uaed to correct an obaerved activity for the flux depreaaion 

effect* Careful attention muat be given to selection of a ^mdue for the 

mean free tranaport length, X , and the abeorptlon croas aection of the 
tr 

absorber (which in aome cases might become the detector). The formula 

has the advantage of requiring knowledge of only theae two valuea where 

other formulae alao require £ for the medium aurrounding the alab and 

the dlffuaion Imigth for the medium* 

Further atudy of thia anomaloua poaitive aource ia deaired to 

determine whether thia is due to exeeaalve baekscattering or ia a true 

poaitive aource reaulting from a preferential acatterlng reaction* 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND BaX£BCLATURB 

t » thickneaa of slab of perturbctiag abaorber 

index "o" refera to absortiing alab 

index m refera to the medium aurrounding the abaorber slab 

n^m index a irtien occurlng aa the first index, refers to the scattering 

croaa aection 

index a when occurlng aa the second index, refera to the a\xrface 

of the abaorber slab, idiich la an interface between the ab

sorber and the medium aurrounding it 

f^ » neutron flux in neutrons per sec. per afi 

fi « derivative of p with respect to x or djj/dx 

£ »macroacoplc acatterlng cross section 

8 

E^ -«oro.coplo .b.«n*lon croas a«ctl*n 

£. «macroacopie total reaction cross section 

a m nicroscopie cross section shich may ^O>.J written for acatterlng , 

abaorption, e^ta* by addition of the appropriate subscript 

B^ »total neutron rate per unit time, unit area ijqpittging on the 

abaorber aurface 

H^ •total BUBft>er of neutrons per second leaving absorber without 

havl2)g a colliaion 
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\ * neutrons per unit time leavlag slab without collision 

t 

M^ • neutrons per unit time having lA least one (l) collision in the 

slab 

>^ " neutrona per unit tine absorbed on the first colliaioa 

D • diffusion coefficient 



v'j 1 1 ; • 
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absorber t any material lAiich may remove a neutron by abaocOiing it 

ttom the medium 

b a m J a measure of the effective area of nucleona in nuclear react iona 

which ia equal to 10 % ^ 

capture: interaction of a neutron and nucleus of an abaorber by which 

the two coaleace to form one new unit 

croas aection s the effective area that a sucleua presents to a neutron 

and ia expreaaed in bama and is a measure of the probability 

of interacticm between the neutron and a nucleus 

flux perturbations an alterati<»i ia the diffusing pattern of neutrons 

in a medium (adepted free astronomy) 

noamultiplyiag mediums substance throui^ which neutrons diffuse but 

contains no fissile atoms 

macroscopic: large eaoue^ to be observed by the eye 

mieroacopic: on the nuclear level (too email to be seen) 

resonance: neutrons having a kinetic energy greater than thermal nay 

be more readily ca^tired by an absorber havisg a nuclear energy 

level coinciding to that ^ the neutron. Such an interaction 

is termed "resoaaace oa]rture". 




